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18th Century “CONDER” TOKENS-------17TH Century tokens—19th Century tokens
Silver tokens, Unofficial Farthings, Medals, medalets, unusual historical items---Hello to all,
This list is a bit late, get to my age doctors seem to want your attention. Sad but true. Had a procedure called
an Ablation, and if you have an irregular heartbeat, talk to your cardiologist, as this procedure cures around
95% of all that have the type I had, and it only takes a day. You will be back to normal. Well, heart wise
anyway. Worth mentioning, I found it easy to do and worth its weight in British tokens!!
The May-June list seems to be the one where I talk a bit about the plans for the fall.
Coin Ex will be a bit special this year, their 40th anniversary show, and it will be held at County Hall, located
right at the edge of the Thames. The address of the hall is Belvedere Road, London SE1, 7PB. Look for the
section of the building for ETC venues. The building is located by the Westminster Bridge, tube connections
either Waterloo or Westminster. The dates for Coin Ex are Friday and Saturday, 28 and 29 September. The
Token Congress will be Friday to Sunday, 5, 6, and 7 October, at Northampton Hilton on Watering Lane. If
you go, and take a cab from the station, be sure to tell the driver it is on Watering Lane. There are three Hilton’s
in Northampton, others have visited all three trying to locate the one, so a word to the wise.
Auctions------The October 4 sale at Baldwin’s at St. James will be all English, no tokens from Wales, Scotland, or Ireland.
If you wish to gain access to the sales they will have, (and have been assured that many tokens out of the
basement will be in them ) please contact Lisa Norfolk, numismatist, at Baldwin’s of St. James, for ordering
catalogues. Lisa@bsjauctions.com The web site is located at www.bsjauctions.com for further info. I will try
to fill in any auction info from DNW if I receive it before I have to print this.
Onward and upward, ---- Should finally have this list done by May 25, and a date to have it to you, sometime
in early June.
The fun stuff is fun indeed, some quite interesting items there. I bid on three of the 50 brown jugs produced as
an anniversary item by a potter in Dahlonega, Georgia (around 7 were for sale, from a large western Americana
collection) --- just to tried to get one, but got two, and I do wish to keep one of them. The other can be sold,
and will do so at cost. I was correct, they sold for well over the high estimate, so a bit pricey. But I HAD to
have one!! $425. Shipping extra. On the jug, Brown finish glaze, it says in large letters----“U.S. BRANCH
MINT”//DAHLONEGA, GA. The jug is 11 inches high, with a single handle, and is as new. Truly great
display item from this very rare branch mint. See Fun Stuff, page 10 and 11.
A few low priced Conder groups, give away prices, none of them junk—a few sort of junk pieces will
be tossed into the 1st lot at no charge. Buy in groups, expect 30+% off.
Group 1 7 pcs, cpl cleaned, 4 Scottish farthings (2 with a problem), A Wicklow with 1795 date, $50.
Group 2 9 token lot, 6 English-- Mostly Fine to AVF, 2 Scotland, VF, one Ireland GVF. $90.
Group 3, Cheshire 63b, Devon Exeter 2, Essex Chelmsford 5, Hants 89, Lancashire 69, Middlesex 295,
Midd. 357, Midd 358, Midd 1024, Somerset 101. Ten pieces, $190. Over 30% off.
Group 4 Norfolk Wroxham 1, 3pence, VG-Fair, Norfolk 19, VF Norfolk 21 GVF, Shropshire 22 GVF,
Shrop. 25a rare GVF,. Stafford 5 penny F, Warks 75b GVF, Warks 144 GVF, Warks 481a GVF,
Anglesey 321 GVF. $190. Some interesting pieces in this one--Group 5—4 Anglesey, 6 Ireland, VF-GVF, $150. Group 6, F+-GVF, most VF, 17 pcs including 2 scottish
farthings, 4 Ireland, 2 each Hants. Lancashire, 1 Linc, 2 Anglesey, 2 Midd, 1 Staffordshire. 16 pcs $275.
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Miscellaneous Bargain box items, Two Bank of Upper Canada halfpennies, one on a pebbly flan, (1857)
the other really nice and GVF, the pair $10. A 1901 halfpenny, VF or better $3. An 1807 British penny, this
one EF/GVF, very nice $20. Isle of Guernsey 8Doubles, 1834, VF, just $15. A Withers W-929 Halfpenny,
1811, Norwich, Newton issue,VF and very nice $15, a USA 1845 large cent, couple tiny nicks in the rim,
which makes it VG8, but the look of a VF+, nice eye appeal, $25. Already super cheap, make it $60 for all.
CORNWALL
CONDER TOKENS
COUNTY
2
1794 Druid//Arms of Cornwall. Ch. Full luster bronzed proof. UNC $245.
FALMOUTH
3
1797 2-headed eagle//Falmouth Volunteers. Surfaces nearly trouble free, and
easily GVF net. Hard piece to find in high grade, this only GVF but nice-- RARE----$95.
PENRYN
4
1794 Shield of Arms//Laureated bust, &C. Some red both sides, semi-proof
like, Very nice example at $175.
DERBYSHIRE
BUXTON
3.
1796 Arms//The Crescent. A total of 236 were struck, 6 of #1, 30 of #2, and
the other 200 as this one. Only token for the shire, sharp, luster Red and Blue , gemmy UNC. $425
DORSETSHIRE
POOLE
3.
1797 Prince of Wale’s Crest, a crown//”Poole Halfpenny” &c. Full luster
bronzed UNC, RARE, Full luster, gem bronzed UNC—usual die failure but fully struck. $595.
POOLE
6.
1795 Hope, anchor//Arms. Fading red reverse, luster, $110. AU $65.
SHERBORNE
7
1796 P.P&W. Sherborne///2-headed eagle. SCARCE. Red in the
devices, pleasing color, surfaces, EF and very nice. Not quite UNC but a keeper, $125. Ex Dr.
Richard Doty, with his sales envelope
POOLE ¼ d.
10
1792 Hope, anchor//Shield. Full luster, super UNC, choice//Arms. Now $145
DURHAM
S. SHIELDS
4.
1794 Hope Standing//Ship. Two examples, both UNC. One brown, with just
a tad of evidence of the crack at date, early strike--$145. Another, with the die crack but essentially
100% red, some of it fading so 70% red, super piece, a real eye catcher, luster, UNC $175.
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
GLOUCESTER
8
1797. White Friar’s//Arms. choice bronzed UNC, Penny token, $195.
BADMINTON
27
1796 George III//Wheat Sheaf. One tiny spot, ch UNC, $155. Halfpenny.
BADMINTON
28
1796 George III//Pair of Scales Bronzed, minor mks, nice AU++ $120.
BADMINTON
32
1796 A Ship//Duke or Beaufort. Rough in center of rev, net AU $75.
BADMITON
49
1796 Pair of Scales//a Beggar receiving alms. UNC, minor mks, $125.
BADMINTON
52
1796 Pair of Scales,//Scales, 6 ½ lbs. Choice luster UNC $165.
BADMINTON
55
1796 Pair of Scales 3 ½ lbs//Scales, 6 ½ lbs. Choice, some red, UNC $165.
Brinscombe PORT
60
1795 A Severn Trow//Sapperton tunnel. Nice luster, some mks UNC $125.
NEWENT
64
1796 An Apple Tree//Legend in a spiral. All brown with full luster, not a
mark to be seen, wonderful surfaces, $195. Hard to find like this. UNC.
HAMPSHIRE
HOWE PENNY
6
1794 Bust Earl Howe//Victory &c. Toned White metal, EF, nice $120.
NELSON PENNY 8
1798 Bust Admiral Nelson//Battle of the Nile, &c. Red in all the devices,
fully UNC, copper-- a tiny, tiny spot on the reverse otherwise perfect surfaces and nice luster. This
piece lists as RRR, and probably is, have only had two in 25 years.. Really super, your chance $1395.
PORTSMOUTH
64
1797 Neptune, chariot//Admiral Jervis defeated the Spanish fleet---AU $75.
PORTSEA
80
1796 St George, dragon//Ship, fish. Scarce, choice VF-VF+ $55.
PORTSMOUTH
89
1791 Sir Bevois//Arms Glittering R&B UNC $135. Bronzed UNC $110
WEST COWES
94
1798 Bust Fox//Arms of the town. AU—EF, nice for type $85.
Naval Farthing
111
1796 Admiral Jervis//”May a flowing trade, “ &c. Full lustere UNC $165.
Naval Farthing
112
ND
Admiral MacBride///Crown. Scarce to rare, Ch UNC, some red $225.

KENT----PAGE THREE
APPLEDORE
3.
1794 Windmill//Lion, Lamb. Weakness, no marks, GVF
$65. Another,
80% red, seldom found this strong and this nice, UNC $295.
CANTERBURY
6
1794 View of Cathedral//Arms. Perfect surfaces, Ch UNC $135.
DEPTFORD
13
1795 Kentish men meet William III//the Royal George. AU-UNC $95.
DEPTFORD
13a
1795. Design as the last, but a much stronger strike, UNC $150.
DEPTFORD
15
1794 Justice Standing//Lamb, cypher. Strong strike UNC Scarce $145.
HAWKHURST
30
1794 Wheat Sheaf, Cypher//Kentish Horse, shield. 50-60% red, UNC $145.
MAIDSTONE
37
1795 Arms of Maidstone//Padsole Mill. Small edge flan chip, fading
red and on a small flan, but fairly stunning otherwise, UNC $110.
TENTERDEN
42.
1796. The story of these pieces, on the plus side it is probably the best
brewer’s token in the series, and on the negative, the pieces almost all have weakness on the barrels
on the obverse, sometimes on the horse as well. Finding nice ones easy, but a fully struck nice one,
not so easy. Obverse: A horse and Dray, carrying casks of beer//Brewer’s Arms. Usual strike
weakness on the barrels, otherwise very nice, AU++ $120. And, one with a very even weakness
overall, nice looking that way too, so AU for the grade, bronzed, super surfaces, also $120.
LANCASHIRE
LANCASTER
3.
1794 Lancaster Castle//Lancaster Bridge. White metal, minor field
marks, nice luster. #3 Penny hard to locate these days, this a nice UNC with an upside, $395.
LANCASTER
50
(1791) John of Gaunt//Arms of Liverpool. RR. AU, nice for issue $145.
LANCASTER
51
(1791) John of Gaunt//Bishop Blaze. Nice surfaces, EF-AU RARE $125.
ECCLESTON
57
1794 Bust Eccleston/Ship. I listed this one a few lists ago, and withdrew it
when I was told there are others like it. It turns out there are others similar, but only a couple, in the
hands of a die variety collector. This piece has the #58 obverse, with the cross hatches over the date,
and the reverse is a 57, with a period after the word commerce. If there are others, I have not seen
them but it seems a “transition” piece struck when cleaning up the dies was only partly done. Thus,
this is a 58 obverse, 57 reverse, and rare such. UNC, $275. Rarity---at least RR.
ECCLESTON
58
1794 Bust Eccleston//Ship. Choice, nice luster UNC $145.
LIVERPOOL
89
1791 Ship//Arms of Liverpool. Luster, a super UNC $145.
LIVERPOOL
99
1792 Ship//Arms of Liverpool. Cud on rim, nice UNC $135.
MANCHESTER
138a 1793 Admiral Jervis//Bricklayer’s Arms. Only token with the latter. VF $45.
MIDDLESEX Penny tokens---- L & W all rare. Very high grade in any of these rare.
Christ’s HOSPITAL 2bis
nd
Cypher//Six Pence. These were made a bit after the originals, using
the original #2 die but without the date. Estimate, between 15 and 20 known. Tad weak, but UNC
$395.
HALL’S
25
1795 Three Quadropeds//Hall’s &c. No marks, no wear, fully UNC and
decent luster, very rare grade for any of these. $325.
HALL’S
26c
1795. Sir Jefferey Dunstan//Hall’s &C. A few minor marks, but a rare grade
on one of these pennies, About UNC, super strike, $295.
KEMPSON
71
1797 Blackfriar’s Bridge//Justice Standing. The reverse is R&B, the obverse
brown. Choice UNC, $325.
LONDON & West. 97
1797 Cordwainer’s Hall/Arms of London. Minor scratch, Bzd, UNC $325.
SKIDMORE
161
ND
Smallpox Hospital//Arms. A relatively rare token, with one tiny spot on
the reverse. Obverse and Reverse of this token fully RED and UNC, $650.
NATIONAL
177
1789 George III/Visited St. Paul’s. SILVER, EF, couple bumps, $175.
NATIONAL
187
ND George III//Crown radiated. King and Constitution. EF, some wear on
bust, in Copper which is very rare, touch of old lacquer, $495.
HARDY
204
1794 Bust Hardy//Not Guilty, say the jury. Obv 100% red, rev 70%, a nice
sharp UNC $345.
HARDY
205
`1794 Bust Hardy//His Jury. Copper, some red, mostly brn UNC, luster $225.

MIDDLESEX PENNY TOKENS, CONTINUED Page FOUR.
PAINE
208
ND Bust Thomas Paine//Mountain in Labour”. Gray in color, this
white metal piece a super strike. Struck from rusty dies, but a solid UNC. Net AU for price $1250.
NATIONAL
213bis I1– 1789. WM. Bust Wm Pitt//May Britain still Flourish, &c. White metal, no
real marks, good luster, this piece exceptional. No toning!! Superb UNC $395. RR---Political-Social
219
1789 Bust Thurlow//Bust Pitt. Small spot rev, much orig. luster UNC $135.
NATIONAL
220
1789 WM. Dr. Willis//”Rejoice, your King is restored”. Some reverse
pesting, obverse very decent, nets EF price is $125. A good buy .
MIDDLESEX HALFPENNIES
ALLEN’S
246c 1795 Arms/Arms—most of these AU, this full strike UNC, choice $125.
BIGGAR’S
255a 1796 Spring Garden Coffee House//Army List. RARE, usual Fine, $55.
BIGGAR’S
256
1796 Legends as the last---one rev spot, minor wear, some red AU $95.
BURCHELL’S
268
ND Sugar Plums &c//Anodyne Necklace, HFS, AEF, scarce $45.
CHING’S
282
ND Bust Ching//Arms. Quack medicine dealer. Sharp strike, UNC $165.
DENNIS
297
1794 Wheat Sheaf//Sunday Baking, &c. Luster, minor mks, AU net $125
DODD’S
300
ND
Bust Handel//Harp. Thick flan, full strike!! R&B obv, rev 100% RED,
this the one you have been looking for, UNC $165.
FOWLER’S
306
1794 Neptune, trident//Men whale fishing. Super rev strike, net AU $65.
HALL’S
316
1795 Deformed Dwarf//Hall’s &c. Choice UNC, $165.
HENDON
324
1795 Hendon Church//Greyhound. Some red, full outline on the dog, but
usual strike weakness , very nice EF, better than usual and quite a bit of red, $110.
HESLOP’S
336b ND Man & Monkey//Heslop’s &C. Bronzed, luster nice UNC $145.
IBBERSON’S
342
ND
St. George, Dragon//Mail coaches. AU, just $85.
KELLY’S
345c ND Man with horse//Saddle, Spurs, &c. Luster, a nice UNC $125.
LACKINGTON
354
1794 Bust Lackington//Fame. AU, good collector piece $45.
LYCEUM
362b ND Man standing on horse//Man on head on swordpoint Brn UNC, ch $135.
LYCEUM
362c ND
Legends as the last, AU to UNC, nice, RARE variety, AU++ $135.
MASONIC
370
1790 Cupid, Masonic symbols &c, very near UNC but not quite, AU $75.
MASONIC
370a 1790 As the last, R&B super, very choice UNC, full luster, $145
MEYMOTT’S
378
ND
Arms of London//Wheat Sheaf. 75% RED, small spot UNC $165.
MOORE’S
389a 1795` A Scroll//Girl making lace. R&B. Prooflike UNC!! Super $175.
SARACEN
390
1795 a Saracen’s Head/ Wine cask. Nearly full srike on Saracen, UNC $155.
SKIDMORE’S
520b 1796 A Free Born Englishman (standing, padlock on lips and handcuffed)///
A knife, fork, and plates chained to a table. “Useles”. Bronzed, some marks, Luster, UNC just $225.
SPENCE
687
1794 Bust Spence//Cain killing Abel. Full luster, brown, $275.
SPENCE
741
1796 A Coining Press//A crowned harp. UNC. Some luster, bronzed, $225.
SPENCE
747a 1796 Deserted Village//Lion & Cock. Unbroken dies. Ch UNC $375.
SPENCE
754
ND
A Dog//Cain killing Abel. Dark brown flan, just wear EF-AU $195.
SPENCE
782
1780 Bust Lord George Gordon/legend, 1780. Full luster, UNC Super $325.
WILLIAMS
920
ND
Arms of London//Bishop Blaze.Bronzed, full luster UNC, RARE. $185
COUNTY
928
1792 Shakespeare//Woman, cornucopia. Large flan, decent strike AU $85.
NATIONAL
930
1789 George III//Arms of London. UNC, luster, faint inking in field $85.
NATIONAL
938
1789 George III..Crown. EF, RARE, silvered, or gilt? Ex Ecklund---$95.
HANDEL
1021 1791 Bust Handel//Choral Fund, &c, Flan clip, but UNC $125.
ROMAINE
1036 1795 Bust Romaine//Family Arms. Luster, UNC, nice $225.
SLAVE
1037 ND Kneeling Slave//Clasped Hands. Minor wipe lines, light flaw in flan,
this piece is full luster and a R&B UNC, just $350.
TOOKE
1044 1794 Bust Tooke//Names of those acquitted at trial. Tad red, UNC $75.
TOOKE
1045a 1794 Bust Took//”Acquitted” &c. tad red, some luster AU net $55.
MISCELLANEOUS 1948
ND Tom Tackle is rich//Tom Tackle is poor. Usual strike, decentAEF $125.

Middlesex, farthings-----
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ORCHARD
1061 1803 Orchard Grocer, &c//Turk standing, bales--. Full luster UNC $145.
PIDCOCK
1072 1801 A Beaver//A Pelican. Bronzed UNC, choice piece $165.
SPENCE
1078 1794 Bust Spence//King on a donkey &c. Obv lightly cleaned. GEF $125.
SPENCE
1081 1794 Bust Spence//Pig. Red in devices, full luster, sharp UNC $245.
SPENCE
1117 1795 Three Thomas’s//A Pig. Super luster, choice UNC $175.
NORFOLK
BLOFIELD
6
1796 Mounted Yeoman//musical instruments. Rev is prooflk, Ch UNC $225.
NORWICH
21
1794 Stocking, glove//Female with globe &c. minor tics, net AU $85.
NORWICH
22
1794 Muff and Tippitt//Umbrella. Minor mks, but nice, UNC $125.
YARMOUTH
54
1796 Female, scroll//Asia, Africa, and American petition Britannia.
UNC, full luster brown, Ex Dr Richard Doty with his round ticket. $225.
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
ARNOLD
4
1791 Tree, Fleece//Fasces. SIXPENCE, SCARCE, GVF $125.
DONALD
6
1792 Beehive, Bees//Donald and Co. red in devices, sharp UNC $155.
DONALD
8
1792 Beehive, Bees//Donald and Co. Luster light brown UNC $125.
SOMERSETSHIRE
BATH PENNY
8
1794 A Camel//India House. Luster, nice UNC $245.
BATH
26
1794 Garden gate/Tree—fully gilt!!—not contemporary. Nice UNC $150.
BATH
34
1794 Arms of Bath//Woman, boy, prison, key. Minor mks, luster UNC $155.
BATH
50b
1794 Camel//India House, rare edge, brown GEF $110.
BATH
45
1796 Walcott Turnpike//Bust Blaudud. Scarce, very nice AU $210.
BRISTOL
98
ND A Glass Factory//Gold, Sliver, &c. RARE. Super, luster UNC $325.
SURREY
CROYDEN
7
1797 D. G. cypher//A Tea Pot. Slight sign of the flaw usually seen, but
only a tad, basically without one. Obv choice, Rev slightly weak. UNC $185.
GUILDFORD
9
ND Bishop Blaze//Castle, Lion. Some red, UNC, nice luster, $125.
LAMBETH
17
ND Farthing, Ancient castle//Denton’s &c. AU-UNC a nice one $125.
WARWICKSHIRE
halfcrowns, pennies, halfpennies
WORKHOUSE
1
1788 “1 Shilling Sixpence”--- Obv—Female giving out alms//Rev, BWH
cypher. Reverse, Cypher. Brass, bright with a few scattered small marks. Net for price EF+++ $235.
WORKHOUSE
3
ND Beehive, Bees//incuse “1/6”. Choice UNC, $250.
BIRMINGHAM
31
1798 Man behind counter with gavel//Jacob, Auctioneer. Copper, and mostly
gilt, I think---strong strike, some obverse wipe lines, but decent eye appeal. UNC, unusual—just $175
COVENTRY
38a
ND St. Michael’s Church//Interior of the chapel. Bronzed, and superb
prooflike strike. Best one I have seen, just startling. These might be rare, but like this RR+++, have
never seen one this good. With a ticket from 1942, calling it a proof. GEM UNC $1195.
BIRMINGHAM
71
ND Dr. Sam’s Johnson//3 Lions Rampant. With the “Biggs” edge, Pye
stated that only 6-8 were struck, RRRR, bronzed, great strike, luster, an opportunity to buy a
genuine rarity. I had a VG 20 years ago, this has to be the finest known. $995. Hardly replacable-LUTWYCHE
219b
ND Justice Seated//Coining Press. Minor handling, some red AU+++ $95.
COVENTRY
231
1792 Lady Godiva//Elephant, castle. The first striking. UNC $145.
WESTMORELAND
The next token a bit special, it is a penny, #1, essentially a gem UNC and far rarer than #2--KENDAL penny
1.
1794 Lion (struck up) over Cypher//Justice Standing. A very RARE penny
token, this very near GEM, fully struck, Bronzed UNC. In this condition probably RR++ $725
KENDAL penny
2.
1795 Lion (struck up) over Cypher//T. Hall, &c. This not as rare as the last
piece, but certainly RARE as choice as this one is, some red, full luster UNC, $375.
KENDAL
4
1794 Lion over Cypher, //Justice Standing ½ d. Luster, mark free, UNC $150
KENDAL
5a
ND RO Cypher//Ship, a man-o-war sailing. R&B, impressive UNC $155.

WILTSHIRE
PAGE SIX
DEVIZES
2b
1796 A Stag//Arms of Devizes. 80% RED UNC super choice $235.
HOLT
3.
ND Fame, trumpet//Spa House, &c. nearly 100% RED, only $225.
HOLT
3a
ND Design as the last but plain edge. R&B, some die rust, UNC $125.
HOLT
10
1796 Fame, Trumpet//Pair of Scales, 3 ½ LB. minor spot, R&B UNC $165.
SALISBURY
21
1796 Salisbury Cathedral//arms Brown, nice luster UNC $145. This not RRR
WORCESTERSHIRE
EVESHAM penny
6
1796 View of Cathedral//Payable, &c. Superb Surfaces and luster, only 48
struck, a very rare piece in very rare condition. Very choice, bronzed UNC $1150.
DUDLEY
7
1790 Dudley Castle//Shepherd reclining. Field luster, UNC $145.
DUDLEY
12
1796 Dudley Castle//A Cat. Obv a bit off center, rev choice, anything with a
cat is fairly rare, this no exception-- RARE, R&B, luster $545.
KIDDERMINSTER 23
1791 Woolpack//Arms. Nice UNC , no flaws in flan, luster UNC $165.
WORCESTER
35
1788 Visit of George III///to Worcester. Choice, luster silvered UNC $165.
WORCESTER
42
1788 Geo. III//Cornucopia, musical instruments. Luster, silvered UNC $125.
WALES
ANGLESEY 1d.
45
1787 Druid//Cypher. AU, very nice, $135.
ANGLESEY 1d
67
1787 Druid/Cypher. RARE, AU $135.
ANGLESEY 1d
141 1784 Druid/Cypher, counterfeit with wrong date!! Weak as usual, AF $210.
ANGLESEY ½ d
268 1787 Druid/Cypher. A pattern by Westwood, halfpenny with the 1787 date,
only piece in the series so dated, Choice surfaces, UNC RARE, $650.
ANGLESEY ½ d
289 1788 Druid//Cypher, a gemmy UNC $185,
ANGLSESY ½ d
291 1788 Druid//Cypher. 1 dig obverse, RR variety, rest is GEF and nice $175.
CARMARTHEN
5
1792 Interior of Iron Works/ Int. of Forge. Usual flat figures, VF+-AEF $145
SCOTLAND
ANGUSSHIRE Dundee 5 1797 Town House//the Quay. Nice, some red, couple marks, UNC $225.
DUNDEE
10
1795 St. Mary’s Tower//Harbor scene. This token is most often weakly struck
on the reverse, at the stern of the ship. This bronzed, FULL strike, UNC, no better $265.
DUNDEE
16
1796 The Infirmary//Ship by the quay. Full strike, bzd UNC, super $250.
DUNDEE
21b
1797 Church, tower//Ancient gate--. Minor mks, RR, AU, price GVF $155.
AYRSHIRE
3
1797 Bust Wm Wallace//Scotia Seated. Dark brown UNC/AU. $195.
MONTROSE
34
1799 Lunatic Hospital//Arms. Usual circulation, so Fine, just $38.
FIFESHIRE
2
1797 Carboy// Burntisland Vitriol. AEF $55. Another EF nice $85.
INVERNESS
1b
1793 Rose and Thistle//Cornucopia . Bronzed, some die rust, UNC $135.
INVERNESS
2a
1794 Rose and Thistle//Cornucopia. R&B UNC, $115.
Kirkcudbrightshire
1
1793 Gatehouse halfpenny//Building. For issue, AEF $75.
LANARKSHRE
2a
1791 River God//Arms. Very nice token, Gemmy UNC lite handling $145.
LOTHIAN
7
1797 New University//Gardener with spade. Fading red, super $165.
LOTHIAN
8
1797 New University//Gardener with spade. RARE, Bzd UNC, superb $300.
LOTHIAN
10
1796 Arms, palm branch//Sells seeds, &c. Red in devices, luster UNC $125.
LOTHIAN
11
1798 Monk’s Tower//Girl watering cloth. Farthing. AVF, $75.
LOTHIAN
14a
1796 Campbell’s. Turk smoking a pipe//Snuff jar. AU-UNC $175.
LOTHIAN
25
1790 St. Andrew, Cross//Arms of Edinburgh. Tad red, gemmy UNC $175.
PERTH
2
ND Fisherman, nets, boat//Tay Bridge. Handling, some wear EF $165.
PERTH
4
1797 a WATERMILL// Town Hall. Bronzed, nice UNC $245.
IRELAND
DUBLIN
231 1792 Camac &c//John of Gaunt. EX Dr, Doty, his envelope. GVF $45.
DUBLIN
352
1795 Hibernia Seated//A register stove. Nice one, luster UNC $125.
MUNSTER
1a
ND King of Munster//Wheat Sheaf, doves. VF, $45.
See page One and Two for lower cost items at a further discount!!
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___
The Standard References All sent post paid media mail.
DALTON & HAMER—THE NEW 2015 EDITION, AVAILABLE NOW. 22 PAGES OF
INFORMATION PRECEEDES THE CATALOGUE, information on grading, pricing, minting, a token
finding guide to the book, map of the counties in 1790, terms discussed, and much more. Also a 49 page
addenda, compiled from other addendas and new material, all in one place in alphabetical order. And, of
course, D&H’s fine original book. Available at $135 postpaid from the editor, Bill McKivor,. Payment via
check or pay pal.
Also available from Dean Thomas, deanthomas48@gmail.com
In the UK, 88 pounds, Alan Judd, contact him at micobwright@aol.com
Also available, while they last, a custom edition in a slipcase, numbered 1-25, many sold, so if you wish
one of these, at $250 post paid---NOW ONLY ONE LEFT---- (#23). If a UK buyer, ask for price.
Mike Dlugosz’s on line book, the best one believe me, ask, it is $75. dlugosmi@gmail.net direct.
Dr. Sriro's latest CD, with 4775 photos of tokens and comments, population, ratings, etc.
A great tool to have. $44.95 postpaid. New for 2017. Contact at gsriro@gmail.com
Cobwright--“A Walk in the Monkolokian rainforest in search of the Spiney Fubbaduck”-Evasions, $27
Samuel, Richard Thomas---articles in “The Bazaar, Exchange, and Mart” 1880-1889. Compiled by Harold
Welch, printed by Davisson in 1994. This was a limited run of 100, with 90 hardbound, signed and numbered,
this is #63. Elusive, information that is found nowhere else, and will come with a multi-page concordance to
D&H done by McKivor and Sriro. As new, red cloth, $325. The material in this book is the source for the R.
C. Bell books listed above. All of that, and much more, a super reference.
George Selgin, "Good Money"--our tokens, and how they were used. Many surprises in this book, which
looks at 18th C tokens from an economic and actual use standpoint. Super read, softbound $28.
18th Century tokens, the Noble Sale, July 1998. Huge sale, with PRL, a classic. Now $75.
Copper Commercial Coins, 1811-1819, R. C. Bell. Two, no DJ but nice $25. A bit better, $35.
Medallic Portraits of the Duke of Wellington---Christopher Eimer. Softbound, Spink, London 1994. 138
pages. From the master of the medal, Eimer lists all known medals of the Duke of Wellington. AU+ $35.
STANDARD CATALOGUE OF British Orders, Decorations, and Medals. Joslin. 3rd Edition, 1976 With
valuations. This the price supplement to the 1978 edition, softbound, $3.
Discovering Trade Tokens----by George Berry. This is a slim volume packed with information for the new
collector (and some old collectors as well). It is 56 Pages, and some have come loose from the paper covered
covers, but it is complete. George Berry is gone now, he was a delightful lunch companion, and his scholarship
is superb. The volume yours for just $8, including post, you cannot lose here.
The Medallic Portraits of the Duke of Wellington, by Christopher Eimer. London, 1994. 138pp, wonderful
plates with all medals depicted, the information done up in typical Eimer style---in other words, you get a lot
for your money. This softbound book is in close to new condition, and a wonderful addition to any library that
includes medals and medallic art. $35 for this near new book.
Atlas of British History, by Martin Gilbert, with cartography by Arthur Banks. This book, hardbound, is
118 pages, and contains 118 maps---from 50 BC to 1968, when the book was done. The book depicts, in map
form, the history of Britain from the first Celtic settlements to 1968. Each map is designed to provide a graphic
and visible narrative of British history as to economics, culture, religion and more. I have used this book many
times to check on stories I have read, and things I have written. $20 postpaid.
Royal Commemorative Medals, 1837-1901, By Whittlestone and Ewing. Vol. 1. Queen Victoria, from the
beginning to the end of her reign. Card covered, 178 pages, this book is new. And, yes, I ordered too
many. Plates of all the medals, all the years of Victoria’s reign with the exception of the Jubilee years, This
book has all the rest, and is well done. Originally, over $40, now on close out at $15 each, well under my
cost.
COMMERCIAL COINS---by R.C. Bell. Though superseded by Jon Lusk’s new book on the same subject,
this is good indeed for information not in the new one. A good one for your shelf at $15 post paid.

Books, continued
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USA---The Story of the American Bank Note Company---by William Griffiths, 1959. This book is in
choice condition, 8 X 10 in size, 92 pages. Publshed by ABANCO. The book has a plastic cover, and is like
new throughout. A Choice reference book for the currency or stock certificate collector, with pages of
examples of various types of vignettes---railroad, engineering, art, and a lot more. Includes ABANCO’s map
of the world—and of course the complete history of Abanco, its founding, and founders. Current valuation
listed as $100 to $200, yours for $105 including postage. Mint book, great price-----The Trolley and Interurban Directory-----by Joseph Gross, and signed by the author. This is a most unusual
book, it lists every trolley, whether drawn by motor or by horse, that was listed in any town or city in the USA,
along with interurban (usually motor drawn) that is country or intercity. One heck of a huge listing. The
listings are broken down by State, alphabetically, then city, or county. There is some historical background on
a few pages, but this is really for the collector of tokens, I think, and the person who wishes to carry research
farther. You would definitely know where to look. Trolleys and interurbans were at work all over the USA,
many before the trains even connected them. Nearly every city in the USA of any size has old rail lines that
can still be seen, or guessed at, where these used to run. Self published, and an addenda since it came without
one section, (now inserted), a “where else would you find this info” book. Post Paid, $75.
Large format, (Quarto), over 200 pages, I am amazed by the work that went into this.
USA---Western America—by LeRoy Hafen and Carl Rister. First printing 1941, second printing 1950. This
is the 1950 edition. A comprehensive look at the coming of the peoples from the old worlds to the new,
introducing the aboriginal inhabitants, who “found” them, and the settlement of the lands. How the lands and
peoples were before the coming of the Europeans, or anyone else---Valuable info, $15 includes post.
USA----Gold Rushes and Mining Camps of the early West----Vardis Fisher & Opal Holmes. A massive
book, 466 pages, containing 250,000 words and 300 pictures. Fisher is a respected scholar, one that attempts
here, to separate fact from fiction, and give us a true look at the west, the people, and the times. Here, he works
to find the truth among a ton of mythical stories that have swamped the pages of most historical volumes. A
superb book, as new, reducing my collection, under my cost at $50.
USA===Comprehensive Catalog of U. S. Paper Money, Gene Hessler. Sixth edition, values, contact list,
and more. A 500 page softbound edition,, Octavo (9 inches), history and photos of all notes. $20.
USA--- Paper Money of the United States, 15th edition, Quarto, hardbound 336 pages. Included are large
and small size notes, fractionals, encased postage, Colonial and Continental currency, and Confederate notes--, illustrated throughout---by Arthur and Ira Freidberg. This 1973. All information good today but the prices,
it is a very useful book, every library should have one. And, most do!! $45.
GERMANY===all to do with airships!! Hundreds of plates next to item’s description------Medaillen Planketten Abzeichen der Deutschen Luftfahrt. Hans Kaiser---This amazing book, hardbound,
654 pages, 1998---is as you have worked out German in origin. It covers tokens, medals, plaques, any sort of
collectable that contains airships---balloons, zeppelins, airplanes from 1803-1998, and is quite complete. A
book that will have your token or medal in it somewhere. As new, wonderful $65.
There is a note of sadness, as we have just lost two of our own. Nigel Trewin, a professor from Aberdeen,
passed away last October from melanoma. A really nice fellow, who had interests in many areas, one of
them Scottish 18th Century tokens. I was just informed of his passing, and no matter who it is I am
always surprised and saddened. In Nigel’s case, the terms “A scholar and a gentleman” certainly apply,
and we shall miss him. More in the next CTCC Journal.
More recently we lost David Bailey, husband of Fran, two wonderful people----Dave was a dedicated
collector, and as president of coin clubs for many years in New York and New Jersey, was known for
his talks on Conder tokens. A month ago, all was well with him, but a virulent form of cancer struck,
and took him from us in just three weeks. He had a zillion friends, and will be greatly missed.
We are all in shock, there was basically no warning for him or Fran or anyone. Be kind to those you are
close to, things like this can happen!! More will be in the next CTCC journal.

A NOTE ON THE COPPER CORNER---- PAGE NINE
As you might note I am still here, and will be so until sale of the business is finalized. After it is will still be
around, handling the material that is not 18th century, as well as some really neat British and American items
that are not numismatic!! When the sale is completed, I will be selling my private collection of 18th C tokens
on short listings , added into the specialized material. Will also have some Western Americana, so stay tuned.
Never know what I come up with, ---even I quire often never know until I see it!!
I shall still be in the UK in the fall, or so the plans are, my latest medical “fix” has given me a bit more energy--enough to keep on keeping on. Enjoy the list, Bill
17th CENTURY TOKENS
Identified in Williamson’s Boyne, priced in Dickinson 1986. See also the Token Book 2010.
Bedford
W89 Isaac Sheppard//in Sheford. Porous, VF+ just $28
Berkshire
W52 Borovgh of Newbry//in cvnty of Berks. (Castle, towers) Fine, $35.
Berkshire
W54 Borovgh of Newbry//in cvnty of Berks. 1657 (Castle, 5 towers) GF $48.
Bucks--W11 Edward Cope//of Aleusbvry, Draper’s Arms, GF $55.
Bucks
W101 Samvell Lambert//in Newport Pugnell. ½ d. Super VF, $88.
Bucks
W134 Edward Pursell//of Thornbovgh. 1668. ½ d. VF, luster, nice $135.
Dorset
W91 A farthing of Lyme RS (Regis)//The armes of Lyme RS. 1669 F $42.
Gloucs-W50 William Constable//Mercer in Cirencester. GF, $45.
Hampshire
W14 Help O Andever//For ye poores benefit. 1666 (Lion, tree) (Cripple). Fine, $35.
Kent
W51 Iames Cheever//in Canterbury. (hand holding shears). (16) 57. VF, sharp $88.
LONDON
W3049 At the Golden Fleece//Without, Temple Bar. (a Fleece).1666. F+++ $225
The obverse is #3049, the reverse is #3050. Possibly an unlisted mule----Norfolk
W288 Iohn Ames//in Yarmovth. 1652. (man making candles). Choice VF $72
Northants
W104 Petervorovgh halfpenny to be changed by the town bailife.//Crossed Swords.
A ½ d, reverse has crossed swords, and smaller ones in the quadrants. 1670. AVF, nice $85.
Uncertain---W72
(Shield) the farthing of a merchant//The Staple of England. (Hanging fleece) F $58.
UNOFFICIAL FARTHINGS
London
UF2870 A hot air balloon, Issac Sparrow//Leather Sauce, &c. VF $35.
London
UF 2990 William Webster, successor to Wm Till, 7 Great Russell Street//Dealer in coins,
medals, antiques. Brass, very close to as made, sharp AU $45.
Norfolk
UF 3950 Chamberlain, Draper. Norwich. //Arms. 1852. AU++ $28.
Ireland--- Belfast. UF 5400 Farrar and Taggart silk mercers, Donegall place. VF $45.
Belfast—UF 5540
Robt. McKenzie//Cheap drapery &c. (Rose Thistle, shamrock) VF+ $25.
Carrickfergus UF 5600 Cunningham &co, Teas. //Wine, spirits. Luster, cpl mks, EF $45.
Coleraine
UF 5640 Robt. Small, Merchant,//55-57 Church st. AEF, nice $85.
Cork
UF5880 (Man, hammer, anvil)//Wm Seymour, Hardware. EF RARE, $195.
Dublin
UF 5940 (A Building) Andrews &Co.//famous 4s Tea. (1834). EF, $150.
Dublin
UF 6220 Scott Bell &Co//Silk Mercer. (Rose, thistle, shamrocks. ) VF, $35
Dublin
UF 6350 (Bust Victoria)//Webb and Co, Draper. EF, nice luster $85.
Monaghan
UF 6670 F. Adams. //Wreath. RARE, $90.
Skibberreen UF 6740 George Jones Levis//Merchant//One Farthing token. GVF $85.
19TH CENTURY PENNIES AND HALFPENNIES. Withers numbers.--- Unless noted, all are pennies.
Somerset, Bath
W15a Arms of Bath//Whitchurch & Dore. EF, nice $75.
Staffordshire, Bilston W51 View of Priest Field Furnace//Ferreday, &c. Luster, minor mks, AU $155.
Somerset, Bristol
W416 George III//Arms of Bristol. Super surfaces, luster, nice one AU $95.
Bristol & S. Wales W522 Arms of Bristol (tad red)//POW Crest. Choice EF+ $45.
British Copper Co
W560 A Lion Guardant//Value. some bag mks EF net $45.
British Copper Co
W601 Bust R//Britannia Seated. Walthamstow. GVF and nice $35. Halfpenny.
Cheltenham
W673 Church in the trees//Value. AEF, sharp $65. GVF $55. VF+ $45.
Worcs, Dudley
W725 Woman, bales, keg//Wallace and Badger. Really nice EF+ $125.
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The LITTLE BROWN JUG---Well, not so little. 11 inches tall, and around 36” around the middle, single handle, well-made pottery jug
finished in a brown surface and glaze. So, why this jug? It was one of 50 that were made to honor the United
States Mint in Dahlonega, Georgia. And in fact, in large letters across the front of the jug, in two lines, it says
US BRANCH MINT//DAHLONEGA, GA. This mint was established when gold was discovered in the area,
and it existed up through the Civil War era. A mint was needed, as shipping ore to one of the established mints
would have been nearly impossible. Some years after the mint closed, a potter had a business selling his wares
and historical items near where the mint had been located, and he made 50 of these jugs to commemorate its
location. This jug was, believe it or not, #1 of the 50 made, and a recent auction that included a Western
Americana collection, had a small number of the jugs, I think seven--- for sale. If one tries to find anything
connected to this mint, they usually cannot come across much, if anything--- here is a really neat jug made for
the job. Great display item.
The auction did what I expected it to do, jugs went well past the high estimate on every lot. In an attempt to
get one I bid on three, thinking I probably had no chance at all, but I did get two of them. So, here is one of
them, offered here at what I paid for it. Shipping will be extra. It is as new, my cost $425, yours $425.
GOLD RUSH SECOND OF EXCHANGE-----Wells Fargo issued October 20, 1855, during the California
Gold Rush, from the Marysville, California office and to the order of Charles H. Hedges. It is signed by the
agent, simply “Wells Fargo”. This was Mr Hedges copy, probably the person who bought the exchange.
In 1855 there were no bank checks, nothing like that existed, so to pay someone you got a bill of exchange
from a bank or express office, and sent the original to the person to be paid.. You kept the second of exchange,
which did not have a number of days that the draft was to be considered payable. Hedges was listed as the
agent, and the first copy was sent to New York, and the Wells Fargo office—where it was to be exchanged for
the $50 bargained for. This copy was not needed---the first copy made it to New York. A great Gold Rush
item, from the gold fields in California, an exchange note in decent condition, under value at $95.
UNUSUAL GOOD FOR TOKEN---cannot help myself, as I collect them. Bob Everett, my good friend who
started me on this road, which include the Conder Token road, collected them and I inherited his collection in
1997. So, I keep looking and adding to his tokens. I found two of these, cannot be another like them. Years
ago the Greenside Church in Edinburgh was torn down, and a workman found a small group of these tokens--on one side it simply says Greenside---on the other side “One Half Peck of Oatmeal”. Singular unusual
value on a token, fairly large token at 29mm, it is brass and other than light stain, EF. $75.
SUFFOLK HAVERHILL Proof token, dated 1784, and by that deduction is that it was made in 1984, ????
Anyway, copper? Full gilt, a copy of the Haverhill piece, in mint condition. Proof “copy”, yours at $50.
MEDAL----VIEW OF THE CITY OF JERUSELEM---///Three buildings on the mount, reverse. Very
detailed medal, relatively modern, Bronze,81mm. As new, yours for $35.
Pair of wood turned round boxes, 10mm thick, 56mm in diameter. The boxes unscrew---in the lid, the Royal
Arms. In the base, a pair of seal examples, one in Latin, translation “my most faithful friend” the other a view
of a devil, with a legend, essentially “the Devil empate L’Amour”, these by Benjamin Wyon. The seal
impressions in new condition, the boxes nearly so, and not something you might see every day. The Wyon
family worked at the Royal Mint over generations. This pair of boxes, with seals, with a tag $165.
Wells Fargo Express---2 pieces, maps on one side, Presented by John Valentine, President, Western Division.
One of them with a very detailed map of Europe, the other with Britain and Germany. A lot of trouble to tell
you they are not genuine, in fact there is NO genuine piece like these, they are fantasy, but they might con
some folks. The medals are copper, 44mm, well made, and the pair is only $35.
PANAMA PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPO--- The French Pavillion, a very rare item and very
interesting. San Francisco, 1915, made to honor the opening of the Panama Canal. Bronze medal, the obverse
with a torch bearing Putto (A naked boy), revealing a globe. The reverse with the Palais de la France. This
piece 51mm, perhaps lightly polished long ago, but very rare. This medal has been in my Western collection
for some time now, will admit it is for serious collectors, only one of these I have ever seen. EF, $395.
If you collect items from this fair, a fair bet is that you have not seen this piece before.

FUN STUFF, MEDALS AND MORE
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Bust of John Milton, Poet----A 42mm bronze medal, made in 1818. Illustrations of illustrious men---Milton
was of course English, but the piece was made in France, EF, a commemorative. Now $75.
100th Anniversary of the Falkland Islands----A 36mm “brushed Bronze” medal, as made, Obv King George
V, the reverse Arms of the Falkland Islands and dates. A British possession. 1833-1933. This medal is about
as new, and in the original fitted case. Might be a few about, but this is NOT common. UNC $125.
The Colley Olley Society----A Silver medal, a 45mm piece from 1837 or a bit after. It is not hard to believe
that this was a not too serious social club. The obverse with a “drunken Jester” and a clown---or a man
wondering about the Jester, which is a superb vignette. The reverse with two hands meeting in the center,
giving a toast. The piece could not have been made in large quantities. My cost at $200.
The Death of George III----Copper, 48mm, Bust George III to Left//Reverse, “Pater, Patrie” &c, the standard
issue, this one by Keuchler, Soho Mint, original Box. It is fitted, and by signs it has been there a long time.
As new, box lid a bit wobbly but hardly any marks on it, clasp works. From my collection $375.
The Death of George III---A Silver Squeeze of the last piece, obverse only, as made and in the original box,
with the lid nearly detached. Soho Mint, same maker, interesting pair, this just $65.
RUSSELL SQUARE, LONDON—and environs. The area around Russell Square, Bloomsbury, is all part
of what used to be the Duke of Bedford’s lands. It includes the land, all the way up to and past Bedford Square,
as well as London University, and the hotel I stay in during my time each year in London, the Predsident. In
fact, Spink’s is on a piece of Bedford land. Here we have two medals, one bronze, one silver, struck in 1966
for the 800th anniversary of the original charter for the lands which came from Henry II to the original Duke
of Bedford in 1166. The two medals have the arms of the Duke on one side, “Bedford Charter”
And the King on horseback, with crown and scepter, and the Duke’s arms. I am not sure, but this charter may
have included the land on which the British Museum stands today---These two medals, as new, pair for $115.
A SILVER STICKPIN---The pin intact, the view of the castle (which looks like an ordinary two story house
to me), with the words Castle Hayes under it, well done, on a 1875 silver threepence, yours $25.
Maria Theresa Thaler, a silver 28g restrike, a modern proof, from the original 1780 coin. $25.
A Journalist Pass for Sidney Skilton, to get into the Olympic games venues, Budapest, 1966. Impressive,
but I am not sure it is genuine, most likely is but no proof there. Take a chance, $15.
ADMIRAL BYRD---ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION. 1933-1935. 64mm heavy medal, looks like silver but
is not. Very unusual---legend, in part “Admiral Byrd Antarctic expedition for distinguished service to the Dairy
industry”---and sure enough, there is a cow on the obverse of the medal. Byrd contracted with the American
Guernsey Cattle Club to supply some cows that he could take with him on the expedition. Not at all altruistic,
they were to help keep the men warm, supply milk, etc, which they did. No, they did not eat them. Obverse,
rising sun, a ship, a cow’s head//Reverse, thanks by the dairy industry and the Guernsey Cattle Club. I know
there is more to this--an odd Admiral Byrd piece, first I have seen. AEF, nice $150.
EAST INDIA COMPANY 20 cash coins (& 1 10cash), part of the shipwreck of the Admiral Gardener.
Matthew Boulton made them in quantity, and shipped to the EI company in Bengal in 1809, the ship only
made it four miles from shore before being wrecked on shoals with loss of 7 men. The coins were retrieved in
1985. I only have 6 left but they are $35 each with a card explaining the situation. Each 20 cash is dated 1808,
and are as they come. Shipwreck coin, cleaned of sea debris, etc, first come first served.
GENERAL ROBERT E. LEE---tall column, with Lee standing on the top, was unveiled in New Orleans on
Feb. 22, 1884. This depicted on the souvenir medal for those in attendance at the unveiling. The reverse with
dates of birth and death of Lee, and that it is a souvenir of the unveiling. The piece is 44mm, made of latten, a
cheap metal, has a few marks, couple by file it seems. Politically incorrect these days, but it is part of our
history, and a piece I have never seen. One sold on the internet, no better than this, $140. So, $140 buys.
QUEEN VICTORIA----55mm bronze, Young head, //Old head, official mint issue for the Queen’s diamond
jubilee in 1897. Ch. UNC, no box, a super example, $55.
Karl Goetz---A cast medal, 58mm---bronze. K261. The Occupation of the Main Province. Communists
took the Rhur in 1920. The Germans sent troops to reclaim it, but the French held it from WW1, and took it
back. Obv. the occupation//rev, the “pitiful retreat”. MS 63, in monster NGC Slab. Nice example, $395.

TERMS OF SALE
The Conder Token Collector’s Club invites you to join. Quarterly Journal, professionally produced, and
many articles & ads to enjoy. $25 or £22 per year. Contact me if interested---it’s well worth belonging!
ABREVIATIONS AND GRADING
The English grading system is used on all tokens, but the grading abbreviations are USA. A British EF is an
American AU, and can be a token with slight rub or as good as MS62. . Scr= scratch. Hfs, =holed for
suspension. Rm=rim nick. UNC—no wear. AU—Tad rub. to MS 62. EF— light circulation. VF-Very
fine. F-Fine. VG Very good. G-Good. Complete list of American/British differences sent on request.
All tokens guaranteed genuine, and descriptions correct. Tokens may be returned within 30 days of receipt for
any reason, and refunds will be prompt. All coins and tokens guaranteed genuine for life. Your satisfaction is
far more important than a sale. No discounts will be given for the first 30 days of the sale.
All orders will be shipped upon receipt of payment to Bill McKivor in US funds. Please do not mail cash.
Shipment will be held until funds clear if you are unknown to me. All items to the USA sent insured.
Shipping charges-$6 minimum, to $200. $200-$400, $7.50. $400-600 $9. Over $600 registered mail, $18+.
BOOKS—most are priced with postage to the USA via Media Mail.
Foreign minimum £15. Foreign orders must be pre-paid before shipping. Insurance is available but at
customer’s cost. Uninsured sent at customer’s risk. Ask for details.
ORDERING
Please give the List #, MAJOR HEADING, MINOR HEADING, D&H number, and price when ordering.
By Phone---(206) 244-8345 Daytime hours and evenings until 9 PM.
By E-mail---A great way to order or ask about tokens--- Copperman@Thecoppercorner.com
By mail to: Bill McKivor, PO Box 46135, Seattle, WA 98146.

THE COPPER CORNER
PO BOX 46135
SEATTLE, WA 98146

